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Initial Reaction

• June, NHSI email to all NHS Trust’s requesting a summary 
of actions they are undertaking in the light of Grenfell 
Tower.

• June, a letter sent to all Trust’s from NHSI with clad 
buildings >18m.

• To assess the amount of work that may be needed, we are 
seeking to determine the current capital schemes that are 
underway or are planned in regard to fire improvements, 
either as individual schemes or as part of larger schemes.



Continued 

Cabinet Office and DCLG letter 

instructing samples of ACM’s to be 

sent to the BRE. 



Current Know Position 

• The National Fire Chiefs Council 

(NFCC) initially identified 38 NHS sites 

to have similar characteristics to those of 

Grenfell.

• 3 hospitals are having ACM’s removed 

at present. 



NHS Fire Code





An adult mental health unit 

has been temporarily closed 

after it was discovered there 

was no fireproofing in the roof 

space.



What is Fire Compartmentation ?

• Compartmentation is the division of a 

building into cells, designed, constructed 

and maintained to restrict the spread of 

fire and smoke.  



In our experience the reality is! 







The weakest link of them all? 



Probably not! 



Perspective 

• Deaths from fire in the NHS 2016/17 = 2.

• Injuries caused by fire in the NHS 2016/17 = 35. 

• Approximately 5000 patients die a year because 
of healthcare associated infection and it 
contributes to the deaths of a further 15,000 
others.



How do we go forward ? 

• Risk assessment 

• Fixed fire suppression systems 

• Education 

• Inspections 

• Consultation with Fire Engineer / Design Review

• Appointing Authorising Engineer Fire

• Correct specification 

• Correct installation of fire-stopping

• Use of competent contractors 

• Clerk works ?

• Apply permits to work for maintenance

• PPM  



Thank you 


